Autophagy, the well-known intracellular process of degrading or recycling damaged organelles, long-lived proteins and other cellular components, can maintain homeostasis and energy balance in cells. 1 This term is derived from the ancient Greek for "self-eating", named 
In 2016, Yoshinori Ohsumi received the Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine for his contribution to the discovery of autophagy mechanisms. Because of the efforts of Ohsumi and other scientists, we know that autophagy controls some important physiological mechanisms.
Nowadays, mechanisms of autophagy have been gradually elucidated and thus targeting autophagy for small-molecule drug discovery has been receiving a rising attention. 13, 14 In recent years, there is growing evidence that small-molecule compounds could regulate the progression of autophagy and displayed great therapeutic potential in various diseases. Tert-butylhydroquinone (tBHQ) could protect hepatocytes against saturated fatty acids induced-lipotoxicity, via AMPKdependent autophagy induction. 15 Hepatocellular carcinoma has high rate of fatality; galangin could induce autophagy by activating AMPK
and suppressing mTOR to function as anti-proliferation effect in vitro and in vivo. 16 In neurodegenerative diseases, rilmenidine administration relieved signs and decreased levels of Huntington's disease in vivo, which was partially due to its effect on enhancement of autophagy. 17 The neuroprotection of deferoxamine on Parkinson's disease was also contributed to activation of HIF-1α and HIF-1α-mediated induction of autophagy. 18 Moreover, Lu AE58054 and nicotinamide could directly or indirectly induce cytoprotective autophagy in Alzheimer's disease, which were undergoing clinical trials in different phases. 19, 20 Currently, some autophagic web servers have been available online to facilitate scientists to query autophagic resources conveniently, such as HADb (Human autophagy database), CTLPScanner (Chromothripsis-like pattern scanner), iLIR server, and ncRDeathDB (ncRNA-associated cell death database). [21] [22] [23] [24] However, to the best of our knowledge, there is not any web server available about autophagymodulating compounds. Thus, in this study, an online Autophagic
Compound Database (ACDB) (http://www.acdbliulab.com/) was constructed, which contained information of compounds with their targets and relevant signalling pathways in diseases.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Web server generation
Information of ACDB web server was developed on Linux by using 
| Web server construction and structure
Autophagic compound database was composed of 2 primary data sheets, namely autophagy-related information (sheet 1) and compound (sheet 2). The autophagy-related information was divided into 7 parts, 
| Literature information collection
Precise information of sheet 1 was collected from related public data- All the details were checked and verified by the public databases to ensure their accuracy. 
| RESULTS
| The extracted information of ACDB
| Web server query
We generated a friendly web interface for users to easily explore the web server. Users can obtain results via fuzzy search, with compound name, CAS No. or SMILES expression as keywords (Figure 1 ). The result page can display the information of the compound and its connection with autophagy ( Figure 2A ). Users can also follow the provided hyperlinks to obtain detailed information ( Figure 2B ). In addition, a help hyperlink on the website is provided as an instruction to users and related functions. In this search result, ULK1 is the target protein of LYN-1604 which could induce autophagy. We found that LYN-1604 has therapeutic potential to trip-negative breast cancer by targeting ULK1. 9 Here, cell names were also presented, such as HEK-293T, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468 and MCF-7 cells. The diseases associated with the study or that authors mentioned in articles were also provided. In addition, the PMIDs and titles of all articles were provided for ACDB users to obtain detailed information. and estimating autophagic-activated or -inhibited compounds for users.
| DISCUSSION
In conclusion, 357 compounds, 68 potential targets, 96 signalling pathways and 443 types of cells that related to autophagy have been included in ACDB. The online interface allows users to query compounds for related targets, signalling pathways and cells and diseases. It can also help users to estimate targets and relevant pathways of synthetic or isolated compounds based on structural similarities. ACDB will be updated regularly to facilitate the research of autophagy. We believe that ACDB is a valuable resource for users to access to more than 300 curated compounds correlated to autophagy, contributing to the discovery of novel therapeutic targets in the future. Moreover, ACDB will facilitate to the discovery of more novel therapeutic drugs in the near future.
